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 1 Amy Farr Robertson, Kevin William Williams, and Timothy 

 2 Patrick Fox, Civil Rights Education and Enforcement 

 3 Center, 104 Broadway, Suite 400, Denver, CO 80203, 

 4 303-757-7901, and Andrew Christopher Montoya, Colorado 

 5 Cross-Disability Coalition, 655 Broadway, #775, Denver, 
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 7  
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14

15 *  *  *  *  * 

16 P R O C E E D I N G S 

17  

18 (In open court at 10:02 a.m.)

19 THE COURT:  Have a seat.  09-cv-02757-WYD-KMT,

20 Colorado Cross-Disability Coalition versus Abercrombie &

21 Fitch and others.

22 MS. ROBERTSON:  Good morning, Your Honor.

23 Amy Robertson with the Civil Rights Education and

24 Enforcement Center.  With me is Timothy Fox, my

25 colleague, and Kevin Williams, and Andrew Montoya from
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 1 the Colorado Cross-Disability Coalition.  Also at counsel

 2 table is Caitlin Anderson.

 3 MR. KNUEVE:  Good morning, Your Honor,

 4 Mark Knueve, on behalf of the defense.  With me is

 5 Gregory Eurich, and also here is David Cupps on behalf of

 6 the company, and Michael Bondy from the company, as well.

 7 THE COURT:  All right.  Let me tell you what

 8 we're going to do and what we are not going to do.  I

 9 went back and looked at all of your submissions.  As you

10 know, we had a lengthy hearing in January.  I issued a

11 comprehensive order in March -- on March 7th.  Now, I

12 could have issued a permanent injunction then, but I

13 wanted to give the parties an opportunity to meet and

14 confer, and to see if they could reach agreement, because

15 there were three options that I suggested as a possible

16 remedy.

17 You didn't reach agreement, and I am not going

18 to reconsider any of my prior rulings.  So my March 7th,

19 2013 order is the final order in this case, subject to

20 the terms of the injunction.  Particularly, as to the

21 defendants, I really don't want to hear arguments about

22 why I should reconsider, because I'm not.  That's the

23 order.  There's nothing that causes me to change it.  And

24 all we're going to do today is finalize the terms of the

25 injunction.  We're going to use Plaintiff's Amended
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 1 Proposed Injunction as the format, because I think it

 2 takes into account the 60 percent allocation based on the

 3 regulation that we should follow.

 4 So I just want to make it clear, the only thing

 5 we're going to do today is finalize the -- the amended

 6 injunction.  I'm going to enter it, and the only thing

 7 I'm concerned about is to ensure that there's adequate

 8 time for the defendants to comply.  And if the

 9 defendants, in particular, don't like the Court's ruling,

10 you just need to appeal it, if that's what you want to

11 do, but we are not going to rehash anymore.  This case

12 needs to come to an end.  I have made substantive rulings

13 under the A.D.A.  There's nothing that causes me to

14 believe there's anything erroneous, wrong, or improper in

15 what I have ordered, and I don't want to take any time

16 talking anymore about standing, the right provisions of

17 the A.D.A. to apply, because I think my March 7th order,

18 as I have said, is full and complete.

19 So with that in mind, if there's going to be

20 any evidence today, it's got to be related solely to

21 things about the amended, proposed injunction, and

22 whether or not there's some things I need to better

23 understand.

24 But we're going to issue -- the bottom line is

25 that the defendants must either remove the steps, ramp
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 1 the porch, or fence off the raised-porch areas, display

 2 only.  Those are the three options I raise, and those are

 3 the three options that are the subject of the proposed

 4 injunction.  And I am happy to hear argument from both

 5 sides about what you want to do and why, but that's all

 6 we're going to hear.  

 7 So I just want to make it clear that this is a

 8 limited hearing, and again, I'm disappointed that the

 9 parties didn't have the ability to meet and confer and

10 reach some agreement.  And the reason I did that was, I

11 just wanted to give the parties the opportunity to see if

12 they could come up with a remedy that would achieve the

13 objectives that the plaintiff -- plaintiffs deserve, but

14 also do it in a manner that would be as cost effective

15 for the defendants.  But if you haven't agreed, then I'm

16 just going to issue an order, and -- and that's just the

17 way it has to be.

18 It's interesting, I was in Houston in February

19 for a conference, and I happened to be in the Galleria,

20 and I walked right by the Hollister store, so I made some

21 observations about what I saw in the Galleria.

22 So anyway, all right.  So, who wants to go

23 first?

24 MS. ROBERTSON:  Happy to report that I have

25 prepared all kind of verbiage that I will not burden the
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 1 Court with, based on what we've just heard.  

 2 Good morning, Your Honor.  I'm Amy Robertson.

 3 THE COURT:  I remember you.  I remember all of

 4 you who have been here before.

 5 MS. ROBERTSON:  Thank you.

 6 THE COURT:  Unfortunately, even though I'm a

 7 Senior Judge, my memory is just as good as before.  What

 8 can I say, it's a blessing, but also a curse, sometimes.

 9 Go ahead.

10 MS. ROBERTSON:  Understood, Your Honor.  Since

11 Your Honor requested that we address the question of

12 timing, my understanding is that -- that the Court is

13 ready to proceed to enter the injunction in 206-2, and so

14 I will talk briefly about timing and monitoring, and then

15 respond to anything that Mr. Bondy -- I'm sorry -- that

16 Mr. Knueve may have to say.

17 We set a deadline to complete all 231 stores at

18 the end -- by the end of 2015, with interim benchmarks,

19 15 per month.  We're flexible on that.  Not insisting on

20 that 2015 deadline.  Naturally, these are stores that

21 were built out of compliance and have spent a long time

22 being out of compliance, so we would like to move

23 briskly.

24 THE COURT:  Is there some prioritization on the

25 order of the stores that need to be retrofitted/changed?
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 1 MS. ROBERTSON:  I would not -- I mean, my

 2 understanding is we have 231 stores that are identically

 3 inaccessible, and I think they should proceed in -- we

 4 would defer to the company, to come up with an order that

 5 is efficient for them.  We don't want to insist on a

 6 particular order.

 7 We would like to have them proceed, you know,

 8 not wait till December, as I might used to have done with

 9 my homework, wait until December 2015 or whatever, a

10 month before the deadline, to do 241 stores, which is why

11 we asked for some interim benchmarks of progress.  And so

12 I -- the only other thing I would toss in, Your Honor, as

13 a bit of context is, we resolved a Title III access case

14 with Kmart, in 2006, I believe.  They had 1500 big-box

15 stores around the country, and they agreed, and obviously

16 this was in the context of a consent to agree, to fully

17 survey and remediate as to wheelchair-access barriers,

18 1500 stores, many of them built in the 60s and 70s,

19 within a timeframe of eight years.  And so we really

20 don't think that any longer than two to three years

21 should be necessary for one feature in 231 stores.  So

22 that was really for some context.

23 The other, sort of, non-substantive piece we

24 requested, that I believe the defendants had objected to,

25 is monitoring and reporting.  And, you know, you don't
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 1 find that in the text of the A.D.A., but I think that's a

 2 very common-sense part of many injunctions, especially

 3 where you have hard-fought litigation like this, where

 4 you just want to make sure it's happening the way it's

 5 supposed to happen, and in the age of digital

 6 photography, I would argue it's very, very simple to do

 7 that.  We're not asking that we be flown around the

 8 country to look at these ramps, but just to have a store

 9 manager -- once the ramp or flat entrance or roped-off

10 conditions, but simply once it's achieved that a store

11 manager be tasked with shooting some digital photos and

12 sending them in.

13 So those, I believe, are the two pieces of this

14 that -- that are non-substantive, that did not appear to

15 be addressed in the Court's intent to enter the

16 injunction.  Obviously, if the Court has any further

17 questions, I'm happy to address them.

18 THE COURT:  Well, a couple of things, just some

19 observations.  And again, I want to hear from the

20 defendants on this, I'm -- I'm just expressing thoughts.

21 There are states that are more heavily populated than

22 others.  For example, I said, I was in Houston, and I saw

23 the Hollister store there, and so for example, states

24 like California and Texas, and you can pick others that

25 fit this category, could be Florida, where there are, for
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 1 example, multiple Hollister stores in areas that are

 2 heavily populated, which would mean there are probably

 3 more people who are in wheelchairs and we need to have

 4 their accessibility honored.  I would hope there would be

 5 an effort to focus on prioritization that would give

 6 initial focus to states and/or metropolitan areas where

 7 there are multiple stores.  There could be efficiency

 8 done by remediating X number of stores in a set

 9 timeframe.

10 Again, I want to hear from the defendants, but

11 there has to be some order that will expedite this in a

12 way that makes sense.  And absolutely there has to be a

13 reporting requirement to me, and I will have to decide if

14 we administratively close this case, but I have got to

15 make sure that there's full compliance with this Court's

16 injunction.  It's a nationwide injunction, and so I'm

17 going to insist that there be a monitoring and reporting

18 requirement that makes sense.  Again, I'm not sure

19 what -- whether or not it should be every quarter,

20 bimonthly, but it has to be on a regular basis, so we

21 will know that progress is being made, and I think your

22 idea of getting digital photographs submitted, like

23 before and after, so before there was the center ramp and

24 after this is how it looked, so that we know that what

25 happened, is done in response to what the Court has
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 1 ordered.  But -- but again, I want to hear from the

 2 defendants, but the defendants need to understand this is

 3 a -- an injunction that requires them to move

 4 efficiently, to bring all of these stores into

 5 compliance, and that's what I insist that occur, and

 6 that's what the order will -- will mandate, without

 7 reservation, without equivocation, and it's going to be

 8 set forth in a way that will make it clear that all

 9 people with disabilities who use wheelchairs for mobility

10 can have the same access to these stores to folks that

11 don't have those disabilities.  That's what this case is

12 all about, and I have grown impatient with delays, and we

13 will not have more delays, other than those that are

14 reasonable in relationship to getting this remedy

15 implemented, and so that's what I have to say.

16 So, Mr. Knueve, what is your client willing to

17 do?  What is the timetable?  And give me your thoughts

18 about how your clients intend to comply with this order?

19 MR. KNUEVE:  Well, good morning, Your Honor,

20 and thank you.  Understanding that the -- the purpose of

21 this hearing is to determine or take evidence regarding

22 the terms of the injunction, it's our position,

23 Your Honor, that you are required to balance the harms

24 between the parties when considering the injunction.  And

25 we direct the Court to the case Rothberg v Law School
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 1 Admission Council, Tenth Circuit case from 2004, and a

 2 holding of that case is that even if the irreparable harm

 3 is presumed, due to an A.D.A. violation, the Court still

 4 must balance the harms between the parties when

 5 fashioning relief.  And so, for that purpose, Your Honor,

 6 we brought with us, Michael Bondy, to provide evidence

 7 and testimony regarding the options that are presented by

 8 the plaintiffs in their Revised Proposed Injunction.  I

 9 would ask for permission to put him on the stand.

10 THE COURT:  Okay.  Before you put him on the

11 stand, what is he going to testify to?  I want to get,

12 sort of, an opening statement of what -- where this is

13 going.

14 MR. KNUEVE:  Your Honor, first he is going to

15 testify about the expenses that the company has already

16 incurred, in resolving complaints made by C.C.D.C., and

17 then, more specifically, he is going to testify about the

18 costs and practicality of each of the three proposed

19 remedies identified by the plaintiffs in the proposed

20 injunction.

21 THE COURT:  And which remedy will the

22 defendant's recommend?

23 MR. KNUEVE:  Well, Your Honor, as you know,

24 first, we believe there is no violation, no remedy

25 required; second, we believe that the appropriate remedy,
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 1 if there is a violation, is to put the signs in and the

 2 door handles on the -- on the accessible entry doors.

 3 THE COURT:  I'm not going to do that.  You know

 4 that from my prior order.  So I'm going to order that one

 5 of these three remedies be implemented.  So which of

 6 these three remedies, is -- is most appropriate, from the

 7 defendant's perspective.  And if you tell me none of

 8 them, then I don't know why I need to hear the testimony.

 9 MR. KNUEVE:  Well, understanding your holding,

10 Your Honor, our position is that the first remedy, with

11 respect to ramping, is not feasible.  The second

12 proposal, with respect to roping or barricading off

13 the -- the stepped entry is the worst of the three, and

14 would potentially destroy the brand, and that the third

15 proposal, which is to remove the stepped entries, is

16 possible, but extremely expensive, and the timeline

17 proposed by the plaintiffs unworkable.

18 Furthermore, Your Honor, our view is that you

19 have to balance those costs, that Mr. Bondy is prepared

20 to testify about, against the -- the harm here, to the

21 proposed class, and we are prepared to talk about that,

22 as well.

23 THE COURT:  Hold on a second.  Off the record.

24 Chessa, come here, please.

25           (Ms. Ronning and the Court had a discussion off 
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 1 the record.) 

 2 THE COURT:  All right.  Go ahead and call your

 3 witness.

 4 MS. ROBERTSON:  Your Honor, may we be heard on

 5 the objection to this?

 6 THE COURT:  Yes.  You may be heard.  Are you

 7 objecting to his testimony or what he is going to say as

 8 part of his testimony?

 9 MS. ROBERTSON:  We're objecting to taking -- we

10 would like to enter an objection taking any evidence of

11 costs and impact, at this juncture.  Ultimately, at this

12 point, what that type of evidence does, is to create a

13 perverse incentive.  The worst -- and this is new

14 construction, as we all know.  These were all built after

15 2000.  The more egregious the violation, the new

16 construction violation, the less likely it would be to be

17 fixed under this logic.  I want, if the Court will

18 indulge me, to put on the record a couple of very serious

19 concerns about considering cost and impact evidence at

20 this juncture.

21 Number one, it is the perverse incentive;

22 number two, is that, as the Court has already held, and I

23 believe as we understood, we are not here to revisit the

24 March 7 order, the plaintiffs are not required to show

25 irreparable harm and not required to engage in a balance
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 1 of harms.  Congress has already balanced the harms here

 2 and mandated injunction relief for a Violation of

 3 Title III architectural provision.  So if the Court has

 4 held that we are going to do one of those the things, the

 5 question of what they cost would only be relevant if we

 6 were considering ramp versus flattening.  We're not

 7 considering that.

 8 We've said to them, choose any one of those

 9 three at any given store.  We are not taking a position

10 which of the three.  So it really would be inappropriate

11 to require a plaintiff, who has established a violation

12 of the new construction provisions, to then prove that

13 his civil rights weigh more heavily on a balance than the

14 cost of removing a barrier created by the defendant after

15 the A.D.A.

16 THE COURT:  Let me -- on this point, let me

17 just note, on page 19 and 20 of my order of March 7th,

18 2013 I say the following, under "Injunctive Relief, The

19 only remedy for violation of Title III of the A.D.A. is

20 injunctive; the statute has no damages remedy for private

21 plaintiffs.  See 42 U.S.C. Section 12188(a).

22 Furthermore, because the Hollister stores with

23 raised-porch entrances are in violation of Section

24 12183(a), an injunction is mandatory to remedy the

25 violation, which injunction, quote, shall include an
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 1 order to alter the facilities, unquote, to bring them

 2 into compliance.  And then I again refer to 12188(a)(2),

 3 and I cite Moreno vs. LaCuracao, 463 Fed. Appx. 669, 670,

 4 9th Circuit, 2011.  The District Court having determined

 5 that certain barriers at defendant's establishment

 6 violated the A.D.A, that removal of these barriers was

 7 readily achievable, and then I quote again to the same

 8 statute, plaintiff was entitled to injunctive relief, and

 9 then I say, and this is really germane to what you are

10 raising, counsel, quote, Plaintiffs are not required to

11 show irreparable harm to obtain injunction for violation

12 of Section 12183(a), nor is a balance-of-harms test

13 appropriate once such a violation is shown, unquote.

14 Quote, When the evidence shows that the defendants are

15 engaged in or about to be engaged in the act or practices

16 prohibited by statute, which provides for injunctive

17 relief to prevent such violations, irreparable harm to

18 the plaintiffs need not be shown.  And then I cite Star

19 Fuel Marts, L.L.C. vs. Sam's East, Inc., 362 F.3d, 639,

20 651, Tenth Circuit 2004, internal citations omitted.  "It

21 is not the role of the courts to balance the equities

22 between the parties where Congress has already balanced

23 the equities and has determined that, as a matter of

24 public policy, an injunction should issue for the

25 defendant that is engaged in any activity which the
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 1 statute prohibits.  And I cite cases in support of that.

 2 And then I also say, See, United States vs. Morris, 2011

 3 Westlaw 588060, at star five, District of Colorado,

 4 January 14th, 2011.  Then I note, Because the statute

 5 sets forth the criteria necessary for injunctive relief,

 6 the judicial equitable factors, including a showing of

 7 irreparable harm need not be proved.

 8 So I think there's merit, Mr. Knueve, in what

 9 Ms. Robertson is saying.  I don't think I should hear

10 this testimony.  Here is what I think has to happen, I

11 think that we need to focus on one of these three

12 remedies, and if, in fact, there are some cost issues

13 that relate to the timing of implementation, maybe I need

14 to hear that, but it's not so much to say, Well, will

15 this happen or not happen?  I mean, this will happen, and

16 the only question is the -- the timetable, and the

17 timetable could be influenced by how many stores can get

18 done.  But I really think this -- we need to have, as a

19 goal, a timetable of not more than about 36 months, and I

20 am open to that.  Could be 24 months, it could be 40

21 months, but it needs to be approximately 36 months, with

22 an initial date within the next 60 days for this to get

23 started, because if we don't do that, then I'm just -- I

24 believe that there will be a dragging of feet, and so I'm

25 not going to change my legal ruling, and -- and I think
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 1 the costs of the proposed remedy really are irrelevant,

 2 because I don't need to balance the equities.  

 3 I disagree with what Mr. Knueve said about this

 4 law, and I am going to say more about that, because I

 5 have got a new memo that -- some new thoughts about that.

 6 Let me just read, this, as well, we will put it into the

 7 record.  Defendants argue that the balancing of harms and

 8 benefits is required before injunctive relief to be

 9 ordered under the A.D.A.  As you noted, you relied on

10 Rothberg vs. Law School Admission Counsel.  The defendant

11 further asserts, even though I have rejected this

12 argument several times that the alterations already

13 implemented at the Park Meadow Store are, "the only

14 potential remedy in this matter," and again I reject

15 that.

16 These arguments really are designed to

17 challenge my Summary Judgment Order, or in a disguised

18 way, seek reconsideration of my order that injunction

19 enter, and I just am not going to be lulled or led into

20 allowing that to occur, because it's not going to occur.

21 In the Summary Judgment Order I stated what I just

22 already read.  I find that the instant case to be

23 distinguishable from the Rothberg matter.  First,

24 Rothberg is an unpublished opinion that was issued three

25 months after Star Fuel Marts case was published.  Star
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 1 Fuel Marts is still good law.  Rothberg neither mentions

 2 Star Fuel Marts nor attempted to overturn the holding.

 3 Second, in Rothberg the Tenth Circuit

 4 recognized that, quote, Congress may intervene and guide

 5 or control the exercise of the Court's discretion

 6 regarding how injunctions are issued for violation of

 7 federal statutes.  Our circuit precedent does not make it

 8 clear that Congress did so through the A.D.A. 

 9 Importantly, however, the Tenth Circuit went on to say

10 that -- this is, again, in Rothberg -- that we need not

11 resolve the issue here, however, because even if

12 irreparable injury Rothberg should be presumed from a

13 potential statutory violation, we conclude that the

14 balance of harms does not favor Rothberg.  Thus, even

15 assuming Rothberg suffered irreparable harm as a result

16 of a statutory A.D.A. violation, the Tenth Circuit

17 reversed the order granting the preliminary injunction,

18 finding Rothberg's alleged harm to be speculative, that

19 the balance of harms would not favor the granting of

20 preliminary injunction.  In contrast to Rothberg, here

21 the defendants have already lost on the merits, in that I

22 have found that the raised porches violate the A.D.A.

23 So I just think we need to talk about a remedy,

24 and -- and if the defendant wants to present testimony

25 about cost issues as it relates to timing.  So what I
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 1 want to do is hear some argument, first, from you,

 2 Ms. Robertson, about what you think is the best remedy,

 3 and I will have Mr. Knueve respond, and then I'm going to

 4 suggest that I think this ought to occur, and then if the

 5 defendants want to present testimony, limited to that

 6 issue, then I will hear some limited testimony.

 7 So what do you think should be the remedy and

 8 why?

 9 MS. ROBERTSON:  We are -- I think the remedy --

10 the best remedy, is converting the raised porches to the

11 drive-through.  We remain open to permitting the -- the

12 defendants to select among those three remedies at any

13 given store.  So if there's a store, a particular store

14 where they may want to rope off the porch and make it a

15 visual display, we don't object to that.  And if

16 there's -- I would agree with the defendants, that ramps

17 are going to be fairly unlikely to be workable in -- as

18 most of these stores are configured.  But we wanted them

19 to have that option, as well.  But candidly, the

20 conversion of the raised porch to what, I believe, the

21 company calls a drive-through entrance, the flattened

22 entrance, is going to be the best solution, with respect

23 to the 231 stores.

24 And we agree with Your Honor on the timeline

25 and reporting, and unless there are any other questions.
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 1 THE COURT:  So, Mr. Knueve, what I really want

 2 to hear now is not further postulation on why you don't

 3 like my order, because I understand that, but, I guess, I

 4 don't care what you like or don't like.  I don't care

 5 what your client likes or doesn't like.  I'm going to

 6 order a remedy, and it would be helpful if you would give

 7 me input on which of these remedies makes the most

 8 sense -- and really what should have been done today is

 9 that your client should have been prepared to say, Okay,

10 we have 231 stores, and those 231 stores we think that

11 for -- I'm just using this hypothetically -- that for 60

12 of these stores, the best remedy is this, this, this; for

13 another hundred stores, it's this, this, this; and for

14 others, it's this, this, with the understanding that each

15 of those remedies would involve either removing the

16 steps, ramping the porch or fencing off the raised-porch

17 areas of display.  

18 Because the bottom line is we have to make each

19 of these stores accessible, and I think Ms. Robertson,

20 and the Court agrees, will give your clients some

21 flexibility on which method they use, but they have to do

22 something.

23 So if the purpose of the testimony is to still

24 tell me why this is all too costly, and it can't be done,

25 I'm -- I'm getting real irritated.  I don't like to get
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 1 irritated.  Takes a lot to get me irritated.  So you need

 2 to tell me, because I'm sure you are prepared to do that,

 3 hopefully, and if you are not, then I guess I will have

 4 to order something without having meaningful input from

 5 your side, how your client wants to approach this,

 6 because I think you knew or should have known what I

 7 would say today.

 8 So give me your own sense of -- of the best

 9 remedial approach to this, with the understanding that

10 you made a record that you don't like my order, you don't

11 think it's right, but, of course, I like my order, I

12 think it's right, and I'm giving you all of the reasons

13 why I'm not going to really consider balance-of-the harms

14 in fashioning a remedy.  

15 So, with that understood, and so we can move

16 forward not backwards, I don't believe in spinning

17 wheels, what remedy does the defendant propose and why?

18 And then I think we can make some progress today.

19 MR. KNUEVE:  Well, Your Honor, I understand

20 that you have -- you have held that you will not be

21 balancing the harms between the parties.  We are

22 prepared, Your Honor, to provide evidence and testimony

23 about the three remedies that are in the plaintiff's

24 proposed order.  I would like to proffer the testimony

25 that Mr. Bondy is prepared to give and make a record of
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 1 that.

 2 THE COURT:  So do you want to make an offer of

 3 proof?

 4 MR. KNUEVE:  Yes.

 5 THE COURT:  Okay.  What is your offer of proof?

 6 MR. KNUEVE:  Mr. Bondy is prepared to testify

 7 that the company has already spent 11-and-a-half-million

 8 dollars to rectify prior concerns levied by C.C.D.C.,

 9 which led C.C.D.C. to drop a number of claims in this

10 case.

11 Mr. Bondy is prepared to testify that the cost

12 of putting the signage and handles on the doors -- on the

13 accessible entry doors of Hollister stores would cost

14 less than $300,000 nationwide.  

15 Mr. Bondy is prepared to testify that the

16 ramping option presented by the plaintiffs is,

17 essentially, no option, because it's not feasible.

18 Mr. Bondy is prepared to testify that the barricading and

19 roping off of the stepped entrance is also not a real

20 option.  The only feasible option presented in the

21 proposed injunction, Mr. Bondy is prepared to testify, is

22 to remove the porch and create a drive-through porch.

23 That, however, will come at a cost between 8-million and

24 9-million dollars.

25 Mr. Bondy is prepared to testify that the
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 1 timeline proposed by plaintiff, specifically the

 2 requirement that 15 stores be altered every single month,

 3 is not possible; in particular, because it doesn't take

 4 into account the schedules of the contractors that need

 5 to do this work, vacations, the holiday season, when the

 6 company really cannot do any work on any stores, because

 7 that's the busiest season of the year.

 8 THE COURT:  When you say holiday season, you

 9 are talking about Christmas, New Year Holiday?

10 MR. KNUEVE:  Thanksgiving to New Years.

11 THE COURT:  I figured that.  I just wanted to

12 understand for the record.

13 MR. KNUEVE:  Mr. Bondy is prepared to testify

14 that the 18-month timeline prepared by the plaintiffs is

15 not feasible, and for budgetary reasons the company

16 believes a four-and-a-half year timeline is the

17 appropriate timeline.

18 THE COURT:  Let me ask you a question, I guess

19 this is relevant.  Mr. Bondy would testify that the cost

20 of removing of the porch and creating the drive-through

21 option was what?

22 MR. KNUEVE:  Between 8- and 9-million dollars,

23 Your Honor.

24 THE COURT:  Can we just say 8.5 million

25 dollars, just to average those two numbers?
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 1 MR. KNUEVE:  I have no objection to that,

 2 Your Honor.

 3 THE COURT:  What are the annual revenues of the

 4 defendant as it relates to these Hollister stores?  I

 5 mean, I need to understand what -- how the 8.5-million

 6 dollars fits into the revenue stream for this company.  I

 7 mean, if -- if we're talking about Walmart®, 8.5 million

 8 dollars would be a drop in the bucket.  So I just need to

 9 understand some things about the revenues, and so -- is

10 the defendant -- is Mr. -- what's his name again?

11 MR. KNUEVE:  Mr. Bondy.

12 THE COURT:  Mr. Bondy.  Is Mr. Bondy able to

13 give the Court some information about the overall

14 financial status of the stores?  Because I think that has

15 some bearing on it.

16 MR. KNUEVE:  No, Your Honor.  Mr. Bondy is not

17 prepared to testify about that.  One more thing he is

18 prepared to testify about, Your Honor --

19 THE COURT:  You mean he won't testify or

20 doesn't know?

21 MR. KNUEVE:  He does not know, to my knowledge.

22 It's not something that we prepared to do.

23 THE COURT:  All right.

24 MR. KNUEVE:  One more issue, Your Honor.

25 Mr. Bondy is prepared to testify that doing the work,
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 1 removing the steps, will take seven to ten days for each

 2 store, where the stepped entrance will be closed, which

 3 will result in loss of sales.  We are not able to

 4 quantify the loss of sales.

 5 THE COURT:  All right.  Let me see -- let me

 6 just ask this, because we're -- I want to, obviously, be

 7 fair to everybody, including the defendants, consistent

 8 with not having anybody attempt to, sort of, in a

 9 backdoor way, sort of, challenge what the Court has

10 ordered.

11 My thought is, and I -- and what I said, I

12 think, makes a lot of sense, what I have heard you talk

13 about, four-and-a-half years, and I think we ought to

14 focus on what we can do in 36 months, with the

15 understanding that there could be an ability to ask for

16 an extension of, maybe, another 6 months for good-cause

17 shown.  

18 So let's say within the next three years, and

19 we need to pick a starting date, a start date would be

20 sooner rather than later, what can be achieved within

21 three years?  So can you give me your response to that or

22 can you talk to Mr. Bondy, or -- I don't care, you can

23 put him on the stand, because I'm going to ask him the

24 same thing.  I want to know what can be done within the

25 next three years, with the understanding I want to start
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 1 not later than 45 to 60 days from the Court's entry of

 2 the order.

 3 MR. KNUEVE:  Your Honor, a few reactions to

 4 that.  First, it -- for budgets -- the primary issue is

 5 budgetary, and my understanding from the company that

 6 beginning the work prior to January of 2014 will be very

 7 harmful with respect to the budget.

 8 Three years -- 36 months, or three years, is

 9 3-million-dollars-a-year cost.  The company believes that

10 the cost should be 2-million dollars a year, four and a

11 half years.

12 THE COURT:  Why does it say that?  I understand

13 it's less money than the 3 million, but why can't it

14 afford to spend 3 million but can afford to spend 2

15 million?  I just need to understand that.  I'm not

16 challenging, I just need to understand it.

17 MR. KNUEVE:  Adding an additional million

18 dollars a year to the budget is, essentially, materially

19 more detrimental than 2-million dollars a year.

20 THE COURT:  But I mean why?  That's why -- can

21 you call somebody and find out what the gross revenues of

22 the company are?  I mean, I want to know.  And if you

23 can't give me that, I'm going to order the 3-million

24 dollars be spent.  Because I need to know why it can't be

25 3 million, but it can be 2.  It's just informational.  I
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 1 think that I'm entitled to know that.  The plaintiffs are

 2 entitled to know that.

 3 MR. KNUEVE:  We can get you the number,

 4 Your Honor.  I would need a few minutes.  Would you

 5 prefer that the number for gross revenue for Hollister

 6 stores or gross numbers for Abercrombie?

 7 THE COURT:  Let's talk about this.  Abercrombie

 8 & Fitch -- what is Abercrombie & Fitch's relationship

 9 with Hollister stores?

10 MR. KNUEVE:  Abercrombie & Fitch Co., Your

11 Honor, is a publicly traded store, and Hollister stores

12 are owned by an indirect corporate subsidiary of

13 Abercrombie & Fitch Co.

14 THE COURT:  Okay.  Insofar as the money that's

15 available to fund these remediation expenses, will those

16 moneys be provided by Abercrombie & Fitch, which is the

17 wholly owned parent company of Hollister & Company, based

18 on what I think you are saying, or will it come from some

19 other mechanism?  Because what I want to get are numbers

20 that have some bearing on the entities that will finance

21 this project.  That's the only thing that makes sense.

22 If it's coming from Abercrombie & Fitch, Abercrombie &

23 Fitch is a publicly traded company, and if it has

24 hundreds of millions of billions of dollars of revenue,

25 that's one thing.  If it's coming from a different
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 1 source, where the revenue source is less or different,

 2 that's another thing.  So I just need to have numbers

 3 that relate to the entity that will pay for the -- these

 4 remediation efforts.

 5 MS. ROBERTSON:  Your Honor, may I rudely

 6 interrupt?

 7 THE COURT:  Sure.

 8 MS. ROBERTSON:  We had copied and brought with

 9 us today the first couple pages from Abercrombie's 10K,

10 and I think that might be useful.

11 THE COURT:  All right.  Let me -- let me have

12 it.  You didn't rudely interrupt.  You appropriately

13 interrupted.  I'm just trying to get to the bottom of

14 things here.

15 MS. ROBERTSON:  It's that self-effacing thing

16 here I'm trying.

17 THE COURT:  Now, Ms. Robertson, since you gave

18 me this, direct me to something in here that provides

19 some sense of the financial wherewithal, the financial

20 resources and the financial ability of Abercrombie &

21 Fitch to pay for this?

22 MS. ROBERTSON:  I would like to do two things.

23 One is to start at the top of page three, which is the

24 beginning of the whole thing, I think answers the

25 question, Your Honor just posed, which is, Abercrombie &
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 1 Fitch Incorporated in Delaware and so on, is a specialty

 2 retailer that operates stores and direct consumer

 3 operations, and as you read on, those channels include

 4 Abercrombie & Fitch, Abercrombie & Kids, and Hollister

 5 brands.  So my understanding from reading this is that

 6 Abercrombie & Fitch, as a parent company, operates these

 7 brands.  So this is the reporting company.

 8 There are financials on -- these are excerpts,

 9 and I have the entire thing in -- if there's any question

10 whether the excerpts are accurate.  We have one copy of

11 the whole report.  About the fifth page in, page 26, at

12 the bottom.

13 THE COURT:  All right.

14 MS. ROBERTSON:  That is the financial summary

15 for Abercrombie & Fitch.

16 THE COURT:  And when it says four, five, one

17 ten, eight, oh, five, net sales, 2012, is that billion

18 dollars?  Is that $4,510,805,000?

19 MS. ROBERTSON:  Yes, it is.

20 THE COURT:  That's what I figured.  All right.

21 So the gross profit is $2,816,709, and the operating

22 income is $374,233,000, and the net income from

23 continuing operations is 237 million, is that it?

24 MS. ROBERTSON:  That's how I read this.  Yes,

25 sir.
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 1 THE COURT:  Mr. Knueve, in light of a company

 2 that has net income of 237-million dollars, tell me why

 3 expenditures of 3-million dollars per year to -- to

 4 remedy violations of these plaintiff's civil rights is --

 5 is not appropriate?

 6 MR. KNUEVE:  Well, Your Honor, the fact that

 7 the company has a certain number of sales and income does

 8 not change the -- the fact that the company has to budget

 9 its costs and prepare for the future.  There's a

10 substantial difference between 3-million-dollar cost a

11 year, and 2-million-dollar cost a year.

12 THE COURT:  Why?  I'm just asking you why?

13 MR. KNUEVE:  Your Honor, I guess I'm struggling

14 to answer the question.  One is a million dollars more

15 per year.

16 THE COURT:  I want this remedy to be done in

17 three years.  That's really what I'm saying.  Hold on --

18 listen -- listen to what I'm saying.  And if you didn't

19 bring a witness today to -- to -- to convince me that

20 three years is not an appropriate timeframe, I'm not

21 going to consider it.  I'm going to order three years,

22 and the company has to figure out how to juggle it's

23 budget, be more efficient with its selection of

24 contractors, and make this a higher priority, and I think

25 if I ordered three years, I would probably say that I
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 1 would be willing to consider some sort of extension for

 2 good-cause shown, for up to another six months.  I mean,

 3 that gives you 42 months.  I mean that's reasonable.

 4 And -- and if I say it doesn't start until January 1st,

 5 2014, then you have got another four and a half months,

 6 to do some planning.  I mean I think that's extremely

 7 reasonable.  Plaintiff asks for, what, 15; months is that

 8 what you asked for, Ms. Robertson?

 9 MS. ROBERTSON:  We originally had -- would be

10 two years end -- so --

11 THE COURT:  Yeah.  Two years.  And I am -- and

12 I even said before I heard from the defendants, 36 months

13 is reasonable.  I think 36 months is reasonable.

14 MR. KNUEVE:  Your Honor, I guess I'm

15 understanding you to have made your ruling on the

16 timeframe of the complete injunction.  I would like to

17 turn to some other issues.

18 THE COURT:  I haven't made a ruling, I'm

19 just -- Mr. Knueve, let me -- I think you understand me.

20 You have been here multiple times.  I don't think I talk

21 with mush in my mouth.  I am putting your clients on a

22 faster, rather than slower, track to get this done.  And

23 I now -- and I appreciate Ms. Robertson giving me this, I

24 now have some financial information that says, given

25 their net income, I don't understand why they can't spend
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 1 up to 3-million dollars a year for this remedial work.

 2 You don't have any witness who have can explain to me why

 3 2 million rather than 3 million, is a better number, and

 4 if you did, obviously, I would listen to that person and

 5 I would be respectful, if I had a legitimate -- a

 6 legitimate explanation was presented.

 7 So it's my strong inclination to order that

 8 these -- this remedial work occur, over the next three

 9 years, but not starting until January 1, 2014.  And I

10 will also order -- most likely order, that there be a

11 provision that within 12 months of the expiration of a

12 three-year period, if the defendant, for good cause

13 shown, needs to have an extension, not to exceed months,

14 you can ask for that, if there's a reason to do it, if

15 that makes sense.  

16 Ms. Robertson, do you have any objection to

17 that sort of general timeframe?

18 MS. ROBERTSON:  No, objection.

19 THE COURT:  So that's probably what I'm going

20 to order.  So what do you want to say next, Mr. Knueve?

21 MR. KNUEVE:  Three points, Your Honor.  First,

22 I apologize for this, but Mr. Bondy has corrected me that

23 the budgetary process begins February 1, 2014, not

24 January 1, 2014 --

25 THE COURT:  Well, I'm still going to order that
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 1 the process -- that it start on January 1, 2014, that

 2 doesn't mean you have to start the remedial work, but it

 3 makes sense to start it January 1, and if you actually

 4 don't start the work until February 1, that's not -- I

 5 don't have a concern about that, but I want the

 6 three-year period to run from January 1, 2014 until

 7 January 1, 2017, and that's when the remedial work needs

 8 to be completed, unless, for good cause shown, not --

 9 that's requested -- not later than, let's say, December

10 31st, 2015?

11 MR. KNUEVE:  Sixteen, I think, Your Honor.

12 THE COURT:  Wouldn't be 16, because sixteen is

13 just before 17, so it would be 2015.  What I'm saying,

14 the year before it would otherwise expire, I will allow

15 for a request for an extension not to exceed six months

16 for his good cause shown to complete repairs, because I'm

17 not an unreasonable person, but I just have to have

18 facts.  I can't -- I can't say that it's 2 million versus

19 3 when I don't have any facts.

20 MR. KNUEVE:  Your Honor, I would like to make

21 two more points, if you would.  The other requirement

22 that the defendant has severe problems with is the

23 requirement that 15 stores be completed per month.  As I

24 discussed earlier, it doesn't provide sufficient

25 flexibility to get the work done.
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 1 THE COURT:  Now, where is that in the Proposed

 2 Amended -- Amended Proposed Injunction?  I have that

 3 document in front of me here.  Once we complete this

 4 discussion we are actually going to go to the language of

 5 this proposed injunction and, sort of, walk through it

 6 and see what's acceptable to the plaintiff and what's

 7 acceptable to the defendant.  But direct me to the

 8 language about the --

 9 MR. KNUEVE:  It is, Your Honor, on page four.

10 THE COURT:  Okay.

11 MR. KNUEVE:  Section 3B.  During the holiday

12 season, for example, Your Honor, you can't do anything.

13 This does not account for vacations, whether or not

14 materials are available.  Simply stated, we -- we believe

15 there should be a time -- final timeframe when the work

16 should be completed, and not an inflexible requirement

17 that so many stores be completed per month.

18 THE COURT:  Well, I agree with you in part.  If

19 we take out a rate of so many stores per month we have to

20 put in so many stores either on a six-month basis or

21 annual basis, and I will let you have some input about

22 which it is; that is, this can't be so open that you

23 don't have to do anything until the repairs are supposed

24 to be done, and so, we need to have some general

25 understanding that within a 12-month period or 6-month
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 1 period, you will complete X number of stores.

 2 MR. KNUEVE:  Your Honor, we could live with 231

 3 divided by three on an annual basis.

 4 THE COURT:  All right.  That's reasonable.  I

 5 told you I'm a reasonable guy.

 6 MS. ROBERTSON:  No objection.

 7 THE COURT:  All right.  So let's do this, I

 8 have got my calculator.  It comes in handy.  So 231

 9 divided by -- what did you say?  Divided by three?

10 MR. KNUEVE:  Three, Your Honor, because it's a

11 three-year timeframe.  That's 77 stores.  So that's 77

12 stores per year.  So you are agreeable to that?

13 MR. KNUEVE:  Yes, Your Honor, subject to all of

14 our objections.

15 THE COURT:  No, I understand.  I'm not trying

16 to get you to waive objections.  You made a record.  So

17 we will change that to 77 stores per year.  All right.

18 And we will come back to fixing all of this.  And then

19 that would suggest that what we need do is -- and what

20 I'm going to do is we're going to go through and

21 finalized this, and I'm going to direct Ms. Robertson to

22 take the lead -- is this on your computer, Ms. Robertson?

23 MS. ROBERTSON:  Yes, sir.

24 THE COURT:  Okay.  To then send out a revised

25 document to the Court to look at.
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 1 So let's do this, let's go back to the very

 2 beginning of this document, and let's see what we need to

 3 change.  Are there any suggested changes on page one, by

 4 either side?

 5 MR. KNUEVE:  Not from the defense, Your Honor.

 6 MS. ROBERTSON:  No, Your Honor.

 7 THE COURT:  Okay.  Page two.  And you can have

 8 a seat, both counsel.

 9 MS. ROBERTSON:  Thank you.

10 MR. KNUEVE:  I believe plaintiff drafted, so I

11 will go first, Your Honor.

12 THE COURT:  Really, you don't have to stand up.

13 It's okay.  Just have a seat.  Have a seat.  And so

14 let's -- just direct me to a paragraph where you propose

15 a change.

16 MR. KNUEVE:  Your Honor, we don't propose a

17 change to the language.  We just preserve our previously

18 stated objections.

19 THE COURT:  Oh, okay.  Fair enough.  But

20 insofar as what's here, do you have any comments about

21 what appears on page two, subject to your previous

22 objections?

23 MR. KNUEVE:  No, Your Honor.

24 THE COURT:  Go to page three, Terms of the

25 Injunction.
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 1 MR. KNUEVE:  Your Honor, we do have an

 2 objection -- first of all, we've discussed timeframe,

 3 which would change in Section B, II B --

 4 THE COURT:  No, I understand.  I mean, I want

 5 to change this so it conforms to what needs to be done.

 6 So let's take II A, do you have any comment to II A?

 7 MR. KNUEVE:  No, Your Honor.

 8 THE COURT:  Okay, II B.  Let's look at that.

 9 So this would be on or before January 1, 2017.

10 MR. KNUEVE:  Correct, Your Honor.  And then in

11 Section B, we also have a strenuous objection to the word

12 segregated.  We believe it's unnecessary and it's

13 inserted -- it's inaccurate and it's inserted solely for

14 the purpose of being inflammatory.

15 THE COURT:  Ms. Robertson?

16 MS. ROBERTSON:  We did not intend to be

17 inflammatory.  We believe that it reflected the Court's

18 order, because this is based on the order.  We had no

19 intent to inflame.  I believe because the order is in

20 place, we wouldn't object to that.

21 THE COURT:  To me, I think -- and we will get

22 to this when we get to this portion, the remedy that's

23 proposed is to remove the porch and create a

24 drive-through porch which would allow wheelchairs to go

25 through that porch.  So if that's the case, we are not
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 1 really talking about a separate, segregated entrance.  We

 2 are talking about an entrance that's accessible to

 3 everybody, whether you are in a wheelchairs, you walk in

 4 or run in, or otherwise; is that accurate?

 5 MS. ROBERTSON:  That is accurate.  What we had

 6 said is, So that, blah, blah, blah, individuals in

 7 wheelchairs are not required to use separate, segregated

 8 entrance.

 9 THE COURT:  How do you want to change that?

10 Because I don't want to change that in a way that

11 minimizes the legal requirement.  Maybe there's another

12 way to word it.

13 MS. ROBERTSON:  I -- I believe it's acceptable,

14 because the Court's order -- the Court has reaffirmed the

15 March 7 order.  I don't know that we need to restate it

16 as grounds for the injunction.  So if -- if -- we would

17 be comfortable with it saying, So that individuals in

18 wheelchairs are not required to use a separate entrance.

19 THE COURT:  You want to take out the word

20 segregated?

21 MS. ROBERTSON:  I, personally, would not like

22 to take it out, but we would not object if that's what

23 defendants would prefer.

24 THE COURT:  Are you comfortable, Mr. Knueve, if

25 we just take out the word segregated?
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 1 MR. KNUEVE:  I'm comfortable with the language.

 2 THE COURT:  This will read "Defendant shall

 3 ensure that all elevated entrances used by the public are

 4 readily accessible to and useful by individuals who use

 5 wheelchairs in compliance of Title III of the A.D.A. and

 6 its implementing regulations on or before January 1,

 7 2017, in that individuals in wheelchairs are not required

 8 to use a separate entrance."

 9 All right.  So is that agreed to by both sides,

10 subject to whatever record you have made previously?

11 MR. KNUEVE:  Yes, Your Honor.

12 THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Let's go to --

13 since we are in the term, let's go to II C.  Any

14 objection to the language of II C?  First, by you,

15 Ms. Robertson?

16 MS. ROBERTSON:  No, Your Honor.

17 THE COURT:  Mr. Knueve?

18 MR. KNUEVE:  Not subject to our prior

19 objections, Your Honor.

20 THE COURT:  All right.

21 THE COURT:  III, Detailed Acts Required.  Any

22 objection to what is on page three under III by either

23 side?

24 MS. ROBERTSON:  Not from plaintiffs,

25 Your Honor.
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 1 MR. KNUEVE:  No, Your Honor.

 2 THE COURT:  Let's go to page four, where we

 3 will have to make some changes.  Where it says "2.

 4 Modified to be ramped in compliance with 405, 2010

 5 standards are..."  How do we want to change this so that

 6 it reflects the remedial work to be done?  How should

 7 this be worded?

 8 MS. ROBERTSON:  Your Honor, is the Court

 9 ordering that all -- all of the stepped entrances be

10 converted to drive-throughs?

11 THE COURT:  What I heard Mr. Knueve say, That's

12 the remedy that is most cost-effective for the defendant.

13 That's what I heard him say.  So if I order that, it's

14 because that's what the defendant has said he wants to

15 do, and that was one of the three remedies that was

16 available.

17 So I want to give you, Mr. Knueve, some -- some

18 ability to help write this, so that it's complete and

19 accurate, but it says what your side wants it to say.

20 MR. KNUEVE:  Well, Your Honor, you are correct,

21 that is -- was our position.  Frankly, I think that we

22 could strike points two and three, in the last paragraph,

23 and simply keep point one, which is the point of entry

24 will be modified -- that presently contains elevated

25 entry will be modified to be level with the surrounding
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 1 entrance.

 2 THE COURT:  Now is that detailed enough, or

 3 should we also say, modified to be level with the

 4 surrounding floor space by removing the porches, at each

 5 store and creating a -- a drive-through porch, or

 6 something like that?  I'm not wedded to the language, but

 7 I want this to specify what the specific remedy is to be

 8 so if none of us is ever around, and there's a question

 9 about what this means, it says enough to be specific.

10 MR. KNUEVE:  Your Honor, my clients have

11 informed me they would prefer to have the options in the

12 injunction.

13 THE COURT:  Oh, the three options.

14 MR. KNUEVE:  Frankly, Your Honor, we are fine

15 with the language of Section III A.

16 THE COURT:  So what this means then is if, for

17 some reason, and I want to have Ms. Robertson respond to

18 that, that instead of removing the porch and creating a

19 drive-through, you decide to remove a ramp, or do

20 something else, I mean I don't know, you could pick one,

21 two or three and still be in compliance.

22 MS. ROBERTSON:  Yes.  We have no objection to

23 that.

24 THE COURT:  All right.  So we will leave it the

25 way it is and the options then are, modified to be level
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 1 with the surrounding floor space, to modify -- and that's

 2 the one that contemplates your reference; is that right?

 3 MR. KNUEVE:  Correct, Your Honor.

 4 THE COURT:  Okay.  Modified to be ramped in

 5 compliance with Section 405 of the 2010 standards, or

 6 three, closed off from any public access.  All right.

 7 Just so the record is clear, if the defendants

 8 decide to, for example, go with number three on some of

 9 the stores, for any reason that they may choose, that's

10 okay with the plaintiff?

11 MS. ROBERTSON:  Yes, Your Honor.  And I -- if I

12 may, as the person with the word-processing task, my

13 understanding is we've now decided that there will be no

14 editing changes to III A.  One, two and three will remain

15 as they were submitted to the Court in ECF 206-2.

16 THE COURT:  Yeah.  Then should this next

17 sentence remain, should defendants elect the last option,

18 they will ensure that the area served by the elevated

19 entrances is not used for customer entry or egress, and

20 all customers will instead use the existing level side

21 entrances.  Is that acceptable to your side?

22 MR. KNUEVE:  Yes, Your Honor, subject to our

23 previous objections.

24 THE COURT:  All right.  Now we're going to have

25 to, obviously, change number B on page four.  And let me
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 1 just read it, "Defendants shall bring Hollister stores

 2 with elevated entrances into compliance with Paragraph

 3 III A, at the rate by - I think we ought to say, Of not

 4 less than 77 stores per year.

 5 Now I think that we need to make it clear that

 6 the -- I don't know if it's here or somewhere else --

 7 that the -- the effective -- you want to say effective or

 8 start date.  Which date do you want to use?

 9 MS. ROBERTSON:  I will defer to the defendants.

10 MR. KNUEVE:  Start, Your Honor.

11 THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  The start date

12 of this injunction shall be January 1, 2014, and the

13 ending or compliance date shall be January 1, 2017,

14 except that defendants, not later than December 1, 2015,

15 may request an end-date extension for good cause shown

16 not to exceed six months.

17 Now, I'm not wedded to you using this exact

18 language.  This is the concept that I'm ordering, and --

19 and what I want to do, Ms. Robertson, is after you revise

20 this, I want you to share it with Mr. Knueve, to make

21 sure that it's acceptable to both sides.  Ms. Robertson,

22 don't put in here, subject to the record you previously

23 made.  But I want to make sure that the parties look at

24 her revision before it comes to me.  So you don't file an

25 objection saying you didn't agree to this.
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 1 Okay.  Again, subject to the parties, sort of,

 2 working this language in, either in this paragraph or

 3 somewhere else, I want the concept to be that the start

 4 date of this injunction shall be January 1, 2014, and the

 5 ending or compliance deadline or date, you can use either

 6 one, but it's really deadline, I think it is deadline,

 7 shall be January 1, 2017, except that defendants, not

 8 later than December 1 -- December 31 -- excuse me.  Maybe

 9 we should make it December 1.  Maybe that makes more

10 sense.  Because December 31 is at the end of the month.

11 So how about December 1.  Do you have any problem with

12 that?

13 MR. KNUEVE:  No, Your Honor.

14 THE COURT:  Not later than December 1, 2015,

15 may request an end date or deadline extension for good

16 cause shown not to exceed six months.  So, in other

17 words, you can ask, instead of the ending date be

18 January -- being January 1, 2017, it could be July 1,

19 2017, but again it would be for good cause shown.  And I

20 think that there ought to be a consideration here that

21 the good cause shown would require your side, Mr. Knueve,

22 to run it by Ms. Robertson to see if there's an

23 objection, because I need to know that.  You understand

24 what I'm saying?

25 MR. KNUEVE:  I do, Your Honor.
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 1 THE COURT:  So meet and confer would be

 2 required before you file this, although the parties don't

 3 have to agree, but I want to have it in here that you met

 4 and conferred, and I would know if the plaintiffs have

 5 any objection.  All right.

 6 MR. KNUEVE:  We have no objection to meet and

 7 confer with the plaintiff, Your Honor.

 8 MS. ROBERTSON:  Likewise, Your Honor.  All

 9 right.  And then I think this language would then

10 supersede this last sentence, All Hollister stores'

11 elevated entries shall be in compliance with this

12 injunction on or before December 31, 2015, that will come

13 out and will be replaced by what I just said.

14 All right.  Number C, on page four, any

15 objection to that language?

16 MR. KNUEVE:  No, Your Honor.

17 THE COURT:  Now I have a question, when it says

18 "Hollister stores designed and constructed in the future

19 shall comply with Paragraphs II and III hereof."  I need

20 to understand what that means.  This injunction doesn't

21 take affect until January 1, 2014.  So suppose a store is

22 constructed in the next month, but I think it should be

23 in compliance, so as -- instead of in the future I think

24 we ought to put a date here.  Can it be on and after the

25 effective date of this injunction, or something like
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 1 that?  I don't want there to be an argument about what

 2 future means.

 3 MR. KNUEVE:  We don't object to that,

 4 Your Honor.

 5 THE COURT:  All right.  So let's make it

 6 "Hollister stores designed and constructed on and after

 7 the entry of this injunction."  And what I mean by entry,

 8 I mean the date that I sign and it's filed shall comply

 9 with Paragraphs II and III hereof.  Is that acceptable to

10 both sides?

11 MS. ROBERTSON:  Yes, Your Honor.

12 MR. KNUEVE:  Yes, Your Honor.

13 THE COURT:  All right.  Now.  Let's go then to

14 D.  All right.  What is your reaction, Mr. Knueve, to

15 number D?

16 MR. KNUEVE:  Your Honor, I have two reactions.

17 First, I think we need to change the start date, starting

18 on the date January 1, 2014 since that's --

19 THE COURT:  I agree with that.  Obviously that

20 would have to be changed.

21 MR. KNUEVE:  I would suggest that the report be

22 annually, because that's the -- that's the requirement

23 we've now built in, 77 stores.

24 THE COURT:  Any objection to it being an annual

25 reporting?
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 1 MS. ROBERTSON:  I think all in all we would

 2 like to hear from them more often, but ultimately no

 3 objection.

 4 THE COURT:  Well, let me just say this, if --

 5 and let me explain what I'm saying and then I think I

 6 need to ask something else.  If, for example, if after

 7 year one, the defendant reports that no stores have been

 8 worked on; meaning, no things have been done, then I

 9 think there ought to be a provision here that gives the

10 plaintiff the right to come back in and -- and seek

11 modification of the order.  Either party.

12 Let me put it this way.  There's an implicit

13 requirement of good faith by both sides when we do this.

14 So, for example, Mr. Knueve, if after year one ... if

15 after year one your side has done nothing to remediate

16 any stores, that would concern me.

17 MR. KNUEVE:  Your Honor, we are agreeable to

18 six months.

19 THE COURT:  Okay.  Okay.  Fair enough.

20 MR. KNUEVE:  Additionally, Your Honor, you are

21 correct, if there were no -- there was no work done that

22 would be of concern.

23 THE COURT:  Yeah.  Yeah.  I mean to you, too.

24 I think if we do it every six months, that ensures that

25 there's -- there is -- and then I think there ought to be
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 1 some provision that says if either party has concerns or

 2 issues that they believe need to be brought to the Court,

 3 I don't know, do you want that or not?  Maybe we don't

 4 need that.  I don't want you to come back to me unless

 5 you have a really good reason.

 6 Which gets to the next point.  One of -- one of

 7 two things needs to happen.  I either need to

 8 administratively close this case, which I think makes the

 9 most sense, and it can be reopened for good cause shown.

10 There's an administrative-closure rule in this district,

11 I forget what it is, but it's in the local rules.  So I

12 think that the parties ought to ask me or ought to state

13 in this proposed injunction that the Court

14 administratively close -- administratively closes this

15 case to be reopened for good cause shown, or something

16 like that.  Is that acceptable to both sides?

17 MS. ROBERTSON:  That's acceptable to the

18 plaintiffs, Your Honor.

19 MR. KNUEVE:  Yes, Your Honor.

20 THE COURT:  So put that language in there at

21 the very end and I will look at it.

22 And then the final thing is how much time,

23 Ms. Robertson, do you need to finalized this language,

24 show it to Mr. Knueve, and then get it to the Court?

25 MS. ROBERTSON:  I think two weeks, Your Honor.
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 1 And if I may, I -- I was passed a note on one other piece

 2 of language, if I may?

 3 THE COURT:  Okay.  Sure.  So here is what I

 4 will do, so I'm clear, I want you to get the final

 5 version of this order to me not later than two weeks from

 6 day, which is -- what's today?  Today is 16th.  Not later

 7 than Friday, August 30th, 2013.

 8 MS. ROBERTSON:  Thank you, Your Honor.

 9 THE COURT:  And I will look at it and get it

10 out early the following week.  All right.

11 MS. ROBERTSON:  I -- my colleagues, who are

12 much smarter than I am, point out on the -- right before

13 Paragraph III B, after the portion that talks about

14 closing off from any public access, we would like to add,

15 it says, Should defendants elect the last option, they

16 will ensure that the areas' elevated entrance is not used

17 for customer entry or egress or sales floor space.

18 THE COURT:  What's the significant of that?

19 MS. ROBERTSON:  The significance of that would

20 be if -- even if people couldn't come and go, since it's

21 elevated if it were then turned into sort of an auxiliary

22 sales floor, that would be discriminatory.  If it's used

23 for anything other than visual display it becomes -- it's

24 space that is inaccessible to people who use wheelchairs.

25 THE COURT:  Respond, Mr. Knueve.  Your side --
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 1 you can talk to your colleagues, if you need to, about

 2 that.

 3 MR. KNUEVE:  Well, the initial concern is

 4 that -- that's kind of speculative.  That hasn't

 5 happened.  It's not what this case was about.  There's

 6 never been any merchandise on the porch there for sale.

 7 It's not anything that's ever been discussed or

 8 contemplated.

 9 THE COURT:  Let me understand, sort of, how

10 this worked, if you use the third option.  By the way,

11 let me ask you, and I want you to be as honest as you can

12 here, and your clients can comment to you, is it likely

13 that you are going to use this third option, and if --

14 and if you use it, is it likely to be in a substantial

15 minority of stores, opposed to something that's going to

16 be prevalent?

17 MR. KNUEVE:  One moment, Your Honor.

18 THE COURT:  Okay.

19 MR. KNUEVE:  Your Honor, if at all it would be

20 a small minority of stores, to use that options.  If

21 option three is used for any stores, it would be a small

22 minority of them.

23 THE COURT:  I guess -- I wonder if that's

24 really necessary.  Again, under this agreement, they

25 could use option three for all of the stores, and not be
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 1 in violation, but I'm going to take them at their word,

 2 they wouldn't be telling me that is not their primary

 3 focus, if it were.  You wouldn't do that to me, would

 4 you?

 5 MR. KNUEVE:  No, Your Honor.  In fact,

 6 Mr. Bondy was prepared to testify under oath that that's

 7 not a preferred option.

 8 THE COURT:  Yeah.  So -- so -- so I think in

 9 light of that I think we ought to leave this the way it

10 is.  Because I don't quite -- I understand what you are

11 saying, but not being in the business of renovating

12 Hollister stores, it's unclear to me how, if they use

13 this entrance, it would make any sense to then sell from

14 this area.  I mean it doesn't make a lot of sense to me.

15 MS. ROBERTSON:  We certainly -- we agree with

16 that.  What I'm trying to do, Your Honor, is to make sure

17 that once you have sealed off -- I guess it says closed

18 off from any public access.  So I think we should be

19 then clear that number three means, the public will

20 simply not be invited onto the porch, and if we are sort

21 of clear here that that's the case,  I don't think we

22 need to change the wording.

23 THE COURT:  I will let them respond.

24 MR. KNUEVE:  We think that's what it means,

25 Your Honor, that the language means public is not going
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 1 to be invited onto the porch.

 2 THE COURT:  Does that answer your question?

 3 MS. ROBERTSON:  Yes, Your Honor.

 4 THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Well, this has

 5 been a good -- good result here.  We moved along a lot

 6 quicker than we thought.  So again, subject to the record

 7 previously made, I order Ms. Robertson to finalize this

 8 document in all of the ways that we've discussed on the

 9 record, get it to Mr. Knueve, and then for the parties to

10 file it with my -- should they file it in Daniel chambers

11 account; is that what they should do?

12 THE COURTROOM DEPUTY:  The proposed order,

13 Your Honor?

14 THE COURT:  Yes.

15 THE COURTROOM DEPUTY:  Yes.

16 THE COURT:  File it in Word Perfect With -- do

17 you use Word?

18 MS. ROBERTSON:  We use Word Perfect.  We maybe

19 the dinosaurs of the bar, but we are still Word Perfect

20 Office.

21 THE COURT:  What are you, Word or Word Perfect

22 Office?

23 MR. KNUEVE:  We are Word.

24 THE COURT:  We are using more Word, but we

25 still use Word Perfect.
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 1 MS. ROBERTSON:  We speak both.

 2 THE COURT:  Doesn't make any difference.  File

 3 it to Word or Word Perfect to Daniel Account.  We can

 4 then make changes to it and get it out.

 5 MS. ROBERTSON:  If I'm understanding,

 6 Your Honor, we are not filing it as an ECF filing?

 7 THE COURT:  No.  It's a proposed order.  I

 8 don't want you to file it as an ECF document.  Chessa,

 9 say it out loud.

10 MS. RONNING:  Just email it to chambers.

11 MS. ROBERTSON:  I will.  Thank you.

12 THE COURT:  Don't file it with Daniel Chambers

13 account, email it to what -- to Daniel Chambers.

14 MS. RONNING:  Daniel underscore Chambers at C O

15 D U S courts dot G O V.

16 THE COURT:  All right.  Is there anything else

17 that we need to cover today from anybody?

18 MS. ROBERTSON:  Nothing, Your Honor.  Thank

19 you.

20 MR. KNUEVE:  Not from our perspective,

21 Your Honor.

22 THE COURT:  Okay.  Thank you.  We will see

23 everybody.

24 THE COURTROOM DEPUTY:  All rise.  Court is now

25 in recess.
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 1 (Recess at 11:13 a.m.)
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